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CONTRIBUTORS 
AMSLER, Mark E. Assistant Professor of English at the Uni-
versity of Delaware. Has published essays in Names. Alle-
gopica, Assays and Genpe on a variety of topics in medieval 
literature and literary theory. Has recently completed a 
MS. on early medieval philosophies on language. 
BOUSON, J. Brooks. Ph.D. from Loyola University, Chicago; 
presently Assistant Professor at Mundelein College, Chi-
cago. Has published articles on Ted Hughes, Emily Dickin-
son and Edwin Muir. Currently working on a book-length 
study on the poetry of Edwin Muir. 
COLE, Richard C. Professor of English. Davidson College. Has 
published articles on Boswell, Goldsmith, Smollett and 
eighteenth-century Irish publishing in Modern Philology. 
Papers of the Bibliographical Society of AmePioa, Philo-
logical Quapterly and Studies in Scottish Literatupe. Is 
completing a volume of Boswell's correspondence for the 
Yale Edition of the Private of James Boswell. 
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DODD, Philip. Lecturer in English at the University of 
Leicester. Has published articles in English Literature in 
Transition, Literature and Psychology, Revue des Langues 
Vivantes and The Year's Work in English Studies. Editor of 
Prose Studies and of a forthcoming volume of essays on non-
fictional travel literature. At present working on a book 
on English autobiography, 1850-1940. 
JACK, R.D.S. Reader in English Literature at the University 
of Edinburgh. Publications include The Italian Influence 
on Scottish Literature, Scottish Prose 1550-1770 and A 
Choice of Scottish Verse 1560-1660. Has just completed a 
study of medieval drama entitled Patterns of Divine Comedy. 
KHINOY, Stephan. A.B. from Harvard, Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins. 
Was a Fulbright Fellow at the University of Edinburgh in 
1967-68. Teaches at the College of Staten Island, CUNY. 
McCULLOCH, Margery. A graduate of the Universities of London 
and Glasgow. Currently holds a scholarship to undertake 
doctoral research into the fiction of Neil Gunn and the 
poetry of Edwin Muir at the University of Glasgow. Has 
contributed to various Scottish literary periodicals. 
McDONALD, Craig. B.A. Davidson College, M.A. the College of 
William and Mary, Ph.D. the University of York with a dis-
sertation "Law and the Poetic Imagination: Robert Henry-
son's Morall Fabillis." Has published in Scottish Literary 
Journal and has had an article accepted by Medium Aevum. 
MANLOVE, Colin. Lecturer in English Literature at the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh. Author of Modern Fantasy (1975), 
Literature and Reality 1600-1800 (1978) and The Gap in 
Shakespeare (1981) as well as essays and articles. 
MANNING, Susan L. A graduate of Cambridge University. Stud-
ied as a Harkness Fellow at the University of Virginia, 
1978-80, and is at present working on a comparative study 
of Scottish and American nineteenth-century literature. 
MORGAN, Peter. Professor of English at the University of 
Toronto. Has published an edition of the Letters of Thomas 
Hood (1973) and has a selection of the literary criticism 
of Francis Jeffrey in the press. Has written articles on 
Romantic and Victorian authors, including Scott, Lockhart 
and Carlyle. Is at present engaged in a study of the 
relationship between Carlyle and Ruskin. 
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SANDERS, Charles Richard. Professor Emeritus, Duke Universit~ 
Editor of The CoZZected Letters of Thomas and Jane WeZsh 
CarZyZe and author of numerous books and articles. A Fest-
schrift, CarZyZe and His Contemporaries: Essays in Honor 
of CharZes Richard Sanders, was published in 1976. 
SCOTT, Mary Jane. Ph.D. in Scottish Studies, Edinburgh Uni-
versity, with a dissertation on Thomson and Scottish cul-
ture. Has contributed articles on various Scottish authors 
to NeuphiZoZogische MitteiZungen, Saottish Literary JournaZ, 
The BibZiotheak and Studies in Saottish Literature. 
SCOTT, Patrick Greig. Ph.D., Edinburgh University; Professor 
of English at the University of South Carolina. Has pub-
lished textual studies of Clough and other Victorians in 
The Library, Harvard Library BuZZetin, Studies in BibZio-
graphy and elsewhere; his edition of Clough's The Bothie 
of Toper-na-fuosich (1976) detailed the Scottish background 
of that work. 
STRANGE, William. Professor of English at the University of 
Oregon since 1960. Interested in the Romantic period, but 
has published on poets ranging from Langland to James 
Dickey. Is working on a long study of Bob Dylan, as well 
as a piece on the emergence of a lyric persona in The JoZZy 
Beggars. Also writes poems. 
WATSON, Roderick. Holds degrees from Aberdeen University and 
Peterhouse, Cambridge; Lecturer in English Studies, Uni-
versity of Stirling. Awarded an Arts Council Poetry Bur-
sary, 1970-71. Has had poems broadcast on BBC radio and 
published in various magazines and anthologies. Publica-
tions include True History of the WaZZs (1976), Hugh Mac-
Diarmid, Open University (1976) and The Penguin Book of 
the BicyaZe (1978). 
